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“The irony is not lost on me; I’m a Jew who wants to become German.” 

My friend Sarah is as British as they get. 

She’s got that cut-glass accent, honed at Oxford. She’s had high tea with the Queen. She goes 
to polo matches wearing one of those ridiculous hats the English love so much, sipping Pimm’s 
and never clapping too loudly. 

She has a Union Jack sampler – some needlepoint thing – above her fireplace, loves a good 
scone, and is still “looking for Mr. Darcy.”

In the meantime, she works very hard at a career as a high-powered attorney, spending much of 
her time in Frankfurt, Rome and Paris.

When the Brexit vote happened, Sarah panicked. Although she thought it was good for Britain, 
the vote was not good for Sarah’s career.

So, like a good, resourceful and practical Brit, she queued up… at the German embassy. 

She wanted a German passport, one that would allow her unfettered access to the European 
Union (EU). By becoming German, she could continue to practice law and live for long 
stretches of time on the continent without any visa or other “divorce” issues that might arise 
when the UK leaves.

Sarah’s quest is indeed ironic, considering that her German grandparents were persecuted by 
the Nazis in the 1940s. The family is predisposed to hate all things Deutsch. Her grandmother, 
who survived a concentration camp, railed against the Germans her entire life and, once safe in 
England, refused to ever again speak the language… or even use a German-made appliance.

But it was exactly that persecution that allowed Sarah to nab her passport in less than a month, a 
highly atypical timeline in general second passport circles. 
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Article 116 of German immigration law, which we’ll explain in more detail later, was created 
exactly for people like Sarah, whose families were hurt by Nazis.

Another friend, one I’ll call Peter, is not Jewish. But he, too, got German citizenship fairly quickly.

Really quickly, actually. Might be some sort of record.

Peter grew up in Australia, the son of a German father who’d ventured out to the Pacific on an 
adventurous whim back in the late 50s. Peter’s father met Peter’s mother at, of all places, an 
Australian ski resort, and the rest is history. 

Peter’s father never went back to live in Germany.

But he also never renounced his German citizenship. So even though Peter was born in 
Australia and did not grow up in Germany, he technically was born German. 

What’s more, because Australia allows dual citizenship, once he showed the proper documents 
to the German consulate in Melbourne, they gave him a passport – 3 days later! - without 
requiring him to give up his Australian one.

“Germany generally frowns on dual citizenship,” says                        , our expert legal contact 
on the subject, “but if you’re from the US, Canada, the UK, Australia, or New Zealand, you can 
often keep both passports.” 

Attaining German citizenship can be complex or simple, slow or swift. Here we’ll look at some 
of the complexities, why you’d want to consider a German passport (and why you might not), 
whether you might be eligible, and whether it’s better to go the DIY or attorney route.  

Why a German Passport?

The first question should really be – Why a second passport? 

Whether it’s German, Chilean or Australian, a second passport is a powerful part 
of your Plan B. It literally guarantees more freedom by granting you more options. 
Having a second passport instantly expands the parts of the world where you can explore 
financial, residential and relational opportunities.

It’s a big deal.

I always say that the easiest, cheapest and fastest way to a second passport is through 
ancestry.

Yes, you can buy a second citizenship, through the economic citizenship route. And we cover 
some of those ways in our SMC library.

Lorem Ipsum
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But why spend $100,000-$1,00,000+ on a document you could get virtually for free (if you 
DIY) or for minor legal/translation costs?

Now – why Germany?

Simply put, the German passport is the most powerful one in the world, and has ranked 
as such for the past four years. According to the respected Visa Restrictions Index (an 
annual report done by London-based citizenship and immigration firm Henley & Partners), 
Germany’s passport outranks Singapore’s, the UK’s, Canada’s, and even the US’s.

What exactly does “powerful” mean? Most importantly, it means that holders of German 
passports can travel freely to 177 nations across the globe. No waiting. No visa required.

But even if you don’t care about getting to Japan or Namibia without visa hassles (and hassles 
they are; trust me), Germany also offers easy access to Europe.

For one thing, Germany is part of the Schengen Area. This is a group of 26 European nations 
that abolished passport and border controls. 

Then there’s the European Union. German nationals can live and/or work anywhere in the EU.

Brandenburg Gate in Berlin

http://visaindex.com/
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This is important, as the US continues to push laws that can limit a citizen’s freedom of travel. 
For example, the US government can revoke your passport if you have unpaid taxes. 
A second passport, especially one with minimal travel restrictions, can combat the limitations 
some might find in the US.

But again, the benefits of Germany’s passport go beyond ease of travel. 

Say you want to go live in Munich, as another woman I know recently did. 

Germany’s is the largest economy in Europe and fourth largest in the world. The country’s 12-
year employment boom hit a record high last year, with employment rising by 1.5 percent, and 
with 638,000 new jobs created in 2017. The standard of living is high, even by Western metrics.

My friend Nancy, who is a Stanford-trained lawyer, moved to a leafy Munich neighborhood last 
summer with her German husband and their two children. The kids attend German schools, 
including, yes, kindergarten. Eight months into their adventure, they are completely bilingual and 
bicultural. 

The husband got a job teaching at a university. And my friend, after taking a bit of international law 
coursework, just got certified in Ireland to practice in the EU and is joining a German litigation firm. 

Nancy says their lifestyle is far and away better than it was back in the US. 

Even though the US government taxes citizens on their worldwide income, they’ll 
afford Nancy an exception: She’ll pay no US taxes on the first $100,000 or so she earns in 
Germany. (Check our SMC resources on the Foreign Earned Income Exclusion, or FEIE, for 
more on how this might apply to you if you move abroad.) She will only owe German taxes.

Because her husband is German, the family qualifies for basically free healthcare (although 
they’ll still visit a US hospital if something drastic happens).

They travel a good deal, inexpensively and with no hassles. So far this year, they’ve been to 
Ireland, Sardinia, and Vienna. And when Nancy’s kids are ready for college, they’ll be able to 
attend an excellent university in Europe, likely for free. (See more about international university 
education in SMC Alert.)

Another aspect of the German passport: Benefits come with minimal risk. 

German taxation is based on residency, not citizenry. The US, in contrast, taxes citizens no 
matter where they live in the world, although you do get the FEIE break if you physically live 
outside the US.

In Germany, a non-resident citizen - an individual with German citizenship, but who does 

https://www.irs.gov/businesses/small-businesses-self-employed/revocation-or-denial-of-passport-in-case-of-certain-unpaid-taxes
https://members.sovereignman.com/?resource=foreign-earned-income-exclusion
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not reside in Germany - in most cases has no tax reporting requirements. (If you’ve got a 
business making any German-sourced income, you’ll pay tax even if you don’t live there.) 

What’s more, German citizenship might literally pay off:

Peter, for example, worked in South Korea for a number of years using his Australian 
passport. If he’d used his German one instead, he would have received back all of his pension 
contributions, because Germany and South Korea have an agreement that Australia and South 
Korea do not have.

And, to answer a likely question, as of 2011, Germany has done away with compulsory military service.

Now, there are drawbacks to Germany as well. Big ones. 

For one thing, if you do decide to move there and become a citizen, you’ll be paying taxes to 
support a welfare state with virtually unchecked immigration re: refugees. 

The math, friends, does not add up. That welfare state eventually will implode. For more on 
this, read Douglas Murray’s insightful book from 2017, The Strange Death of Europe.

There’s also a good deal of crime brought on by that migration, most notably in larger cities, such as 
Berlin and Munich. My friend has had to protect her children from a couple of scary situations. 

However, Germany still offers a lot. Nancy is loving her life there. And remember that even if 
you move there and the welfare state, etc. does meet with issues, you can always move away.

So here’s the bottom line: Having a German passport, the most powerful passport 
in the world, is a great insurance policy. It can ensure the freedom to travel when this 
freedom is limited by your home nation, and it can offer multiple opportunities.

If your family was persecuted by the Nazis… or if you have a German-born parent… then a 
German passport by ancestry is a no-brainer.

Let’s start with figuring out how Germany awards citizenship based on ancestry. 

Determine if you’re eligible for a German passport

Jus sanguinis (“right of blood”) refers to citizenship through ancestry. Jus soli (“right of soil”) 
refers to citizenship through place of birth.

As an example, in the United States individuals can gain citizenship via both jus sanguinis if their 
parents are US citizens, and jus soli if they were born on US soil.

http://taxsummaries.pwc.com/ID/Germany-Individual-Taxes-on-personal-income
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Often a jus sanguinis country will grant citizenship to those whose grandparents came from that 
place. But according to German citizenship law, the general rule regarding jus sanguinis is 
that you can gain citizenship through a parent only, and no other ancestors. (Germany 
is not really a jus soli country; citizenship is not automatic.)

This can be done even if only one parent is a German citizen. 

And your parent(s) might be/have been German without knowing it.  

Under jus sanguinis, you are a German citizen if your ancestors had German citizenship at the time of the 
birth of the next generation… and then passed on this citizenship. 

So, if your grandparent(s) were citizens at the time of your parent’s/parents’ birth, it’s possible 
that you are eligible for citizenship.

But in general, German ancestry is passed down only through a parent. The criteria are straightforward:

•   You are a German citizen if you were born before 1975 as the legitimate child of a German 
citizen father. (This was Peter’s case.)

–  Note: If you were born an illegitimate child of a German father after June 1993, you 
can obtain citizenship if paternity is proven before you turn 23.

•   You are a German citizen if you were born after 1975 as the legitimate child of a German 
citizen father or mother.

Note that if your German parent is deceased, the law can be complex. If you were born after 
1998, then you are likely eligible for citizenship. But before that, the law changed several times; 

Munich
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the hurdles and requirements vary according to birth year. In this case, and in the case of other 
complex situations, it’s advisable to consult an attorney. (See more on the expert route below.)

Now let’s look at the route that’s open to those whose families were persecuted during the 
Second World War.

The German Citizenship Project

Under Article 116 (2) of the German Basic Law, former German citizens who between 
January 30, 1933, and May 8, 1945 were deprived of their German citizenship on political, 
racial, or religious grounds may reinvoke their citizenship. This also applies to their descendants.

Note that this law doesn’t just pertain to Jews: It’s for those whose ancestors were persecuted on 
political, racial or religious grounds. If your grandfather was a Communist and persecuted for this, 
then you might be eligible for German citizenship.

However, the law was amended on December 12, 2016 to clarify that not all descendants of people 
persecuted by the Nazis are eligible for German citizenship under Article 116, paragraph 2. 

The law applies only to descendants who would have acquired German citizenship by birth 
under the law in force at the time of their birth. There are various restrictions, including the 
fact that until April 1, 1953 German citizenship could be acquired from the father only. So, if you 
were born in 1947 to a German mother (persecuted or not) and an American soldier father, then 
you are not likely considered German, even under Article 116.

If you have questions about your eligibility, it makes sense to consult a qualified attorney, such as 
the one we recommend. (See sidebar.) 

To be… or not to be… a dual citizen? 

Sovereign Man only recommends service providers we believe can offer our readers the best 
service. And our decision to recommend any provider is based on our experience at the time 
of publication.

Sovereign Man does not accept fees, commissions or gifts from any service providers.

If you experience any issues with a recommended service provider, we want to know. Positive 
feedback is also valuable.  

Generally speaking, German law does not allow dual citizenship. Say you’re a German 

http://www.australien.diplo.de/Vertretung/australien/en/03/Staatsangehoerigkeit/Einbuergerung/Wiedergutmachungseinbuergerung.html
http://www.australien.diplo.de/Vertretung/australien/en/03/Staatsangehoerigkeit/Einbuergerung/Wiedergutmachungseinbuergerung.html
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citizen and you want to apply for another passport. Once you get that Korean passport, you 
automatically lose your German one.

Unless… you apply beforehand to keep your German nationality.

But you’ll have to have some humdinger of a reason to keep the German one and acquire the 
foreign citizenship. The German government is not a fan of dual citizenship.

However, if you already have US citizenship, for example, and you go to the consulate to gain your 
German one, you won’t automatically lose your first citizenship – it must be formally renounced. 

And if you, an American, have a child with a German citizen, he or she will get both 
citizenships. (See: Section 12 of the German Nationality Act.) 

Again, if you’re from Canada, the UK, Australia, or New Zealand, these countries do not 
require you to give up your citizenship to become German, either.  

 
Our legal expert on German citizenship by ancestry is                                       RA.   
(RA stands for Rechtsanwalt, which is German for attorney.) 

                     is a German-born-and-trained lawyer based in                            He ushers 
through some 40-50 citizenship cases per year and is well-versed in the nuances of 
Germany’s highly specific laws and bureaucracy.

We spent some time at                        firm recently and came away pleased with the team. 
And in our phone and email dealings with                      himself, we have found him to be 
highly responsive, thorough and conscientious.

Danitu Dom Liptete

Mr Lipetete

Culparchil ipsam 
1789 nihiliqui aligeni milibus escid 
ut ex et, sequodit 
555 6782 
Litaquidunt dolenihictio volendi 

Mr Lipetete
Mr Lipetete

Gruinet Lorem

https://www.bmi.bund.de/SharedDocs/downloads/EN/gesetztestexte/Staatsangehoerigkeitsgesetz_englisch.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&amp;v=1
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Decide your application route

Option 1: Go through an expert attorney

Let’s say you have a complicated case. Maybe you’re having trouble locating documents proving 
persecution of your ancestors. Or your German-born parents naturalized to another country 
before having you.

In such a case, they generally would not have been able to pass on German citizenship. 
Still, you can try to obtain it, knowing that it will be a discretionary decision by the Federal 
Administrative Office in Germany.

They’ll only do that if they believe Germany would benefit, whether due to investments or 
public interest. (And note that you might be asked to give up your US citizenship.)

If this is your case – if yours is not a cut-and-dried situation that you can easily DIY – then it’s 
advisable to go through an attorney who knows the ins and outs of German law and cultural 
nuances, and who can help you craft a good case.

Similarly, if your ancestor(s) was/were persecuted, it can be emotionally draining to dig up all 
the documentation yourself, and to deal with bureaucratic issues around who qualifies and who 
doesn’t. (Remember that changes have been made to Article 116 specifying that not everyone 
whose ancestor was persecuted qualifies for citizenship.)

Neuschwanstein Castle in Bavaria
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In this case as well, it might behoove you to go through someone who has helped others along 
the way.

                             is such an expert. He is a German attorney based in                                who has 
written about German citizenship via ancestry (particularly via Article 116, the persecution 
route) and has helped hundreds of applicants successfully gain German citizenship. 

                     maintains that the German government, not surprisingly, is very strict about 
proper documentation. Names have to match exactly. Application forms have to be filled out 
precisely as ordered, and in German.

“Affidavits sometimes are accepted – normally by third parties - but they can only replace 
certain missing documents,” he says.

The document trail is key. If your family was persecuted, you’ll need full documentation, starting 
with the birth certificates of your grandparents in Germany showing they were German.

Birth certificates are one thing. It’s proving persecution that can sometimes stymie people.

Quite often, potential clients will call                        firm saying, “I know my grandfather had to 
leave, but I don’t have documentation proving it.”

As long as the client knows some vital information – birth dates, full names, etc. – the documents 
are usually obtainable, because German agencies traditionally have been really good at record 
keeping. (                         firm has genealogists who are well versed with German archives.)

One of the best routes, for example, is going through archival compensation records. Many of 
the families who fled Germany filed for damages after the Second World War. They wanted 
to be reimbursed for the costs of having to flee, of losing their homes and valuables, of losing 
family members. Those records are obtainable and tend to tell the full story.

Using such records, the firm’s researchers will put together the documentation and create a 
paper trail from the person who was persecuted all the way down to the applicant.

It usually takes between three months to a year to obtain Europe-based documents: Russia and 
Poland now own much of the territory once dominated by Germany, making it more difficult to 
obtain records quickly. 

It then usually takes another three months to a year to receive a decision from the German 
government.

The process is mostly hands off for you, so if you are busy or do not want to face German 
bureaucracy by yourself, this is a good route for you. For the work involved, the firm charges a 

Itatem Molu

Itatem Molu

Mr. Molute’s

Mr. Molute’s

Estraken Nucipta
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reasonable flat fee that they will discuss on an individual case-by-case basis.

Although hiring an attorney is generally more expensive than going through the process alone, I 
like to use experts, as my time is valuable. And going the attorney route, in this case, can be a real 
bargain, even if you pay a few thousand bucks: You’re getting one of the best passports on Planet 
Earth, and your children and grandchildren and great-grandchildren, etc. all will have it as well.

If you already have quite a bit of documentation, or if you want citizenship for a large group - 
like for four kids and 12 grandchildren – then the firm is often willing to reduce the fee.

As for who can apply along with you, children and grandchildren count, but spouses do not. 
(This is a common situation, not just applicable to Germany.) If you gain German citizenship 
and wish for your spouse to qualify as well, then you’ll need to move to Germany. We’ll cover 
German naturalization in another alert.

Option 2: DIY route

This is the route my friend Peter used.

He knew his father was German, and that he had never given up that citizenship.  (He had 
never officially become Australian, a process known as naturalizing. If he had done so, he would 
had to have formally renounced his German citizenship.)

Christmas market in Heidelberg
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Peter had his father’s German birth certificate and passport. He had his parents’ marriage 
certificate and his own birth certificate and passport. He had passport photos taken of himself; 
an Australian Justice of the Peace officially confirmed on the back of each photo that Peter was 
indeed the person in the pictures. 

Peter went to the German Consulate in Melbourne and presented the documents.

Three days later, he picked up his passport.

Now – when you go and apply, even if you have every document with every detail exactly as the 
government wants it, there is slim likelihood that it will take 3 days for your documents to be 
approved.

Peter went through this process 20 years ago, when few people were looking into second passports.

These days, not only is the idea of a second passport gaining more traction, but since Brexit 
and other events, there’s been a significant increase in the number of applications for desirable 
passports such as Germany’s.

So, prepare to wait at least a few months.

And make your process as efficient as possible by doing the following:

Step 1: Make an appointment with your German consulate - now

German consulates in the US require that you make an appointment for the application for a 
passport. Last we checked, you had to schedule an appointment with the Chicago consulate at least 
four weeks in advance, and appointment times were booked solid for a few months after that.

Therefore, it is best to schedule your appointment before you begin requesting and gathering 
your documents.

Locate the German consulate closest to you. And, ask if your consulate has any special 
documentation requirements. 

Step 2: Prepare your documents

It is very important to have all of your documents in order. This will make the process go more 
smoothly, and it will cut down on wait times and consulate visits.

Note that if you do not know German, you’ll need to reach out to a translator for help. You might need help 
locating German documents. And some documents might need certified translation into German. See the 
sidebar for some excellent specialists we’ve contacted.

https://www.germany.info/
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• Completed application form (in German, which the government requires)

• Your birth certificate (apostilled, see section below)

• Photo identification (US passport or driver’s license)

• Copies of parent(s)’ German passport(s) at the time of your birth

• Any German certificate of citizenship of family members or ancestors

• If applicable, your parents’ marriage certificate

•  If applicable, copies of your grandparent(s)’ German passport(s) at the time of your 
parents’ birth

• If applicable, grandparents’ marriage certificate

•  If applicable, documents related to your ancestor’s persecution (covered in the service 
provider section of this Alert)

• If applicable, your children’s birth certificates

Step 3: Translate and Certify (Apostille) your documents

Once you’ve gathered all the necessary documents, you need to have them apostilled. This is 
the certification that the documents you have gathered are correct. 

Likewise, all non-German documents must be translated into German.

Sellin pier

http://www.bva.bund.de/DE/Organisation/Abteilungen/Abteilung_BT/Feststellung/antraegemerkblaetter/antraegemerkblaetter-node.html;jsessionid=61132450EA05A803CA771C34D9776754.1_cid393
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Genealogy, Translation and Apostille Services

Unless you already have your ancestor(s)’s records, you may need to locate those documents 
in Germany. 

And you might need some help.

                               is a German archival researcher who comes recommended by our trusted 
genealogist for all things Polish,                                  . (Read about her in our piece on Polish 
citizenship by ancestry.)                      can also apostille documents.

Contact  

 
Translation/Apostille services

We found two excellent service providers in this arena. (Note that neither offers genealogy 
services. See the genealogy sidebar for that.)

                                 is a native of Germany, a German-trained lawyer, and a US citizen. She gives 
estimates of turnaround times and prices based on your individual case and can be contacted at:

 
If you need a large number of documents translated, your best bet might be to go with 
Translation Excellence, which can also provide certified translations. Their rate per page of 
certified translation starts at $69. For multiple documents, they typically use a per word rate, 
which generally ranges between $0.16-$0.18 per word based on content and language.

Volor Liquidatem

Duit Entuem

               Debit doluptu rempore milluptat 
posa nihit faccum essequas is rae porehendi sime 

Erferro omniat. 
Lorepud andipicidis 
ecatios simagnis aut 
latquat elibust landa 
voluptati am quis sinctio rionsequam consecusam,
enimolu ptaerchitiur am, 
comnis ratempor as dolesti consero 
tet etus qui quis 

Culparchil ipsam 
1789 nihiliqui aligeni milibus escid 
ut ex et, sequodit 
555 6782 
aionseq uoditatur, ut utest quis de etur
Litaquidunt dolenihictio volendi 

Dasyha Fatui-guint
Swiyun Ent
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If you go the DIY route, prepare to spend around $500, plus the fees of any translators or 
genealogists you hire. Here’s the current breakdown of government fees for citizenship by 
ancestry:

• Application form: €255 (about $315 in early 2018)

• Passport: €60 - €80 ($75-$100) 
– Expedited service: €32 ($40)

• Citizenship certificate: €25 ($30)

Conclusion

German citizenship can open many doors for you. Travel, business opportunities, greater 
freedom – all of this is within reach. Of course, this path takes some work and a good deal of 
time– so you need to get started right away. Especially because there are so many Brexiters and 
anti-Trump American Jews who are in line ahead of you.

The DIY route leaves most of the responsibility up to you and is the most time-consuming. 
You must gather all required documents, get them certified and go through the long process of 
making and attending appointments at local government offices.

Your second option is to hire a law firm. They’ll greatly streamline the process for you, and help 
you bring other people onto your application. 

Regardless of which option you choose, you should keep this important fact in mind: First, this 
process is a one-time cost of time and money. However, once you make this investment, 
every subsequent generation of your family receives the benefits that come from 
your efforts. 

Second, I reiterate: Start now. You want to make sure that you beat the crowd as much as 
possible, and get started before fees increase or laws change.

If you think you might qualify, then pursue it. You’re close to the freedom of a second passport 
– a huge backup plan for you and your family. A second passport, especially one as robust as 
Germany’s, is one of the most solid pillars of a robust Plan B. 

Go get it – now.
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Get Access To The Full Report 
This is a preview version of our intelligence report. To get access  
to the full version and our vetted contacts, click here and become 
a member of Sovereign Man: Confidential — our flagship 
international diversification service.
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